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www.smart.com smart – a brand of DaimlerChrysler

After many years of faithful service, you can return your smart to us for environmentally friendly disposal in accordance with the EU Directive on End-Of-Life-Vehicles*. But that day lies a long way off.
*Applies in accordance with the respective national statutory provisions. smart has fulfilled legal requirements for recyclable design for some years now. A network of collection points and disassembly workshops is 
available to receive end-of-life vehicles, where your vehicle can be recycled in an environmentally-friendly manner. At the same time, the possibilities for recycling vehicles and vehicle parts are continually being
developed and improved, which means that smart will also continue to fulfil increased statutory recycling quotas in the future. Further information can be obtained by calling 00800 1 777 7777.

Regarding the information in this brochure: Changes to the product may have arisen after going to press on 1 September 2005. The manufacturer reserves the right to effect structural or design modifications,
colour changes and changes to the scope of delivery, insofar as such changes or modifications are reasonable for the buyer in due consideration of the seller’s interests. Should the seller or the manufacturer
employ codes or numbers as an order reference for specific objects, this alone shall not constitute a valid basis for the derivation of any rights. The photographs may include accessories or options which do not
belong to the standard scope of delivery. Any colour variations result from the printing process. This publication may also contain variants and services which are not available in individual countries. This catalogue
is distributed internationally. Information on statutory, legal and fiscal provisions and their consequences apply only to the Federal Republic of Germany at the time of going to press for this catalogue, however.
Please refer any questions on the provisions which currently apply in other countries and their effects to your smart sales representative.
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902 115 086 
(15 céntimos de euro por minuto)

0 810 803 803 
(coût d’un appel local)

0808 000 8080 
(Freecall)

800 006 006 
(N. verde)

298 478 5070 
(max. 3,09 cent par minute)

0900 84 86 
(0,10 Euro per minuut)

21 925 7000

040 6718484
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0800 29 20 90 
(Freecall)

078 1555 21/Français 
(5 cents la communication et 5 cents 
la minute)

078 1555 22/Nederlands 
(5 cent per gesprek en 5 cent per minuut)

0844 848 400
(max. 6,7 Rappen pro Minute)
(max. 6,7 ct/min)
(max. 6,7 centimes par minute)

01802 2802 
(6,2 Cent pro Anruf)

smart Infocentre (from a land line).
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01. Voyager bag: An exceptionally good-looking bag. Plenty of room
inside, and two pockets on the outside too. Perfect for carrying over
your shoulder, on your back, or in your hand. Waterproof and airtight.1) 

02. Gym bag: The strongman of sports bags. Made from ultra-rugged
tarpaulin. Padded shoulder strap, variable pack size thanks to roll top
closure and compression straps.1) 03. Urban bag: Cool messenger bag.
Repels water, snuggles into your shoulder. Additional fixing strap keeps
it in place even when you’re going at a gallop. Waterproof and airtight.1)

04. Knapsack: A sturdy daypack with a practical velcro roll fastener.
100 % waterproof tarpaulin/nylon mix. Stays firmly in place, whether
you’re shopping till you drop or just out on your bike. With an additional
pocket for those little everyday accessories.1) 05. fortwo lifestyle bag:
The ultimate piece of city kit. With a 3 m parking space design, though
not just for smart fortwo fans. Featuring a practical roll top closure.
Including key strap, mobile phone holder and pen holder. 06. roadster
lifestyle bag: Loves cruising the streets. Black multi-purpose bag in a

green “enjoy” design. Front pocket, spacious inner pocket incl. key strap,
mobile phone holder and pen holder. 07. forfour lifestyle bag: Plenty
of scope for imagination. Tarpaulin bag in a forfour design. Large inner
pocket, with key strap, mobile phone holder and pen holder. 08. Picnic
bag: A snack bar for nature lovers – with crockery, cutlery, high-quality
rug, and food containers for the insulated cooling compartment. With
carrier handle and belt. Can be washed out. 09. crossblade rucksack:
Almost too cool to be true. High-tech waterproof material with sealed
zippers and an ergonomically designed belt system. Designed for practical,
one-hand use. With detachable front pocket, cooler compartment for
drinks and a padded section for your laptop. Can be secured to the
passenger seat. 10. crossblade wallet: Space-age look with compartments
for astronaut’s licence, credit cards, ID, bank notes and change.

11. crossblade hipbag: Hipbag in crossblade design. Waterproof, sporty
and dynamic. With two separate bags, can be worn while driving. Two
internal and two external compartments.

1) With reflective smart ring logo.
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smartware bags

>> Life is a journey.
And being on the move expands your horizons. How do you travel? Who do you travel with?
These are more important questions than you might think. Make the journey truly yours. 
The smartware bag collection is there to accompany you at all times – stylish, intelligent 
and functional. Designed for life’s adventures. So what are you waiting for?

01. Travel case trolley: Staying on top. Easy to attach to the rear luggage
rack of the smart roadster, but difficult for thieves to remove, since
it is secured to the rear of the vehicle with spiral wire and an all-weather
lock; includes two belts. Two handles on the outside and numerous
compartments on the inside. Shapely, rigid and water-repellent. Also
suitable for other smart models. Dimensions: W/D/H: 85 x 38 x 20 cm.

02. Traveller bag: This bag is a glorious combination of spaciousness
and cleverness, with ingenious solutions for transporting your suits
and shirts crease-free. With side pockets, a separate tie compartment
and a detachable inside pocket, reinforced interior and a hook for
hanging it up. Fits perfectly in the smart roadster luggage compartment.
Dimensions: W/D/H: 78 x 41 x 21 cm. 03. Sports & travel bag: For
everything you need to take along – from a weekend trip to a session 
at the gym. Carrier belt, handle on the side, designed for the front
luggage compartment of the smart roadster or the front and rear
luggage compartment of the smart roadster-coupé. Made from ballistic
nylon. Dimensions: W/D/H: 49 x 24 x 30 cm. 04. Rucksack trolley:

Designed to fit perfectly on your back, in your hand and in the front luggage
compartment of the smart roadster. Both shapely and sturdy. Made from classy
and extra-robust ballistic nylon with light, nimble wheels. Dimensions:
W/D/H: 53 x 47 x 22 cm. 05. Illustrations: The roadster bags and trolleys
are designed to fit perfectly in the front and rear luggage compartment
of your smart roadster.1) 06. Office bag M/L: Fits perfectly in the office
and the front luggage compartment of the smart roadster. Office bag L with
padded notebook compartment and additional inner pockets for palmtop,
MP3 player etc. Dimensions W/D/H office bag L: 46 x 36 x 20 cm. Dimensions
W/D/H office bag M: 40 x 33 x 17 cm. 07. Business rucksack deluxe: Practical
and indestructible. Incl. padded notebook compartment, mesh pockets,
compartment separators, a comfortable shoulder strap and a removable
mobile phone pocket. Dimensions W/D/H: 33 x 22 x 48 cm. 08. Business
trolley deluxe: Get packing: Perfect for clothes, organiser and much more
besides. Incl. two extra compartments and a detachable notebook pocket.
Dimensions W/D/H: 44 x 36 x 22 cm. 09. Laptop bag deluxe: Comfortable to
carry, padded and sturdy. Incl. mesh compartment, newspaper compartment

and trolley attachment. Simply open the bag and switch on the laptop.
Dimensions W/D/H: 42 x 13 x 30 cm. 10. Organiser bag deluxe: Simply
ingenious conference folder with a detachable 4-ring mechanism and
integrated calculator. Made from a mixture of high-quality materials,
it comes in black and features an all-round zip fastener. Dimensions
W/D/H: 37 x 8 x 31 cm. 11. Time planner deluxe: A high quality
schedule organiser. For use with standard inserts. Dimensions W/D/H:
20.5 x 4.5 x 26.5 cm. Black. 12. Washbag deluxe: For all your toiletry
needs. High quality hanging washbag. With waterproof-lined compartment
and various interior compartments. Dimensions W/D/H: 28 x 12 x 20 cm.

13. CD case deluxe: Black CD case made from high-quality nylon.
Plus: CD pen, polishing cloth and CD box opener. Dimensions W/D/H:
14.5 x 5.5 x 17 cm. 14. Trolley M/L/XL deluxe: A hard shell with a soft
interior. High quality travel trolleys with sturdy wheels, handle and
hard shell at the rear. With various compartments and combination
lock. Available in different sizes.

1) Illustration 05 left: Traveller bag. Illustration 05 right: Sports&travel bag.
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smart roadster. Can also be carried comfortably in the form of a shoulder bag.
04. Accessories bag fortwo: Slots into the space behind the seats of the

smart fortwo. A handy storage facility for all those little bits and pieces
such as CDs, ice scraper and maps. Dimensions W/D/H: 30 x 30 x 47 cm.
Black. 05. CD case: Protects up to 24 CDs from dust, scratches and moisture.
With zip fastener and embossed logo. 06. Travel wallet: More than meets
the eye: Can hold ID, passport and credit cards. With several compartments
and detachable coin pouch. Made from black cowhide leather. 07. Twin
wallet: Simple elegance: The little black number with an eye for detail. 

01. Statement bag/barcode bag: Get packing: Mobile phone, pens,
writing pad and much more. Available in two superb designs – strictly
limited to 2,000 models. Made from tarpaulin material. 02. Cockpit
bag: One for all. The cockpit bag is divided into several compartments,
can be opened with one hand and – thanks to its shoulder strap – can
even be taken home with you afterwards. An exact fit for the smart
forfour’s storage compartment. 03. Micro door bag: When two become
one. Well padded pockets for sunglasses, mobile phone, keys – all
designed to fit perfectly in the door storage compartments of the

Can be used as a wallet or simply as a compact card case. Made from
black cowhide leather. 08. Mini key wallet: With a two-in-one function.
This ultra-compact key wallet not only holds your keys, but also has
ample room to store your money and credit cards. With detachable key
holder. Material: Cowhide leather. 09. Trunk trolley: The trolley that
fits precisely in the luggage compartment. For the smart fortwo and
smart forfour. A sturdy plastic shell in a snappy nylon outfit. Trunk
trolleys go together particularly well in pairs. Fits exactly under the
luggage compartment cover of the smart fortwo. Black.
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01. “Pirate” T-shirt: 100 % cotton. Landlubbers beware! Sizes: Kids S,
kids M, S, M, L, XL. 02. Evolution T-shirt: Printed on both sides. 
100 % cotton. V-neck. Sizes: Kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL. 03. “Good smart” 
T-shirt: Bang up to date and made of 100 % cotton. Sizes: Kids S, kids M,
S, M, L, XL, XXL. 04. “Bad smart” T-shirt: A must-have. 100 % cotton.
Sizes: Kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL. 05. “King smart” T-shirt: 
Classy designer item printed on the front and with the evolution series
logo on the back. 100 % cotton. Sizes: Kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL.

06. “Wild thing” T-shirt: Shows smart in its true colours. Light blue.
Print in orange and black at the front and with the evolution series
logo on the back. 100 % cotton. Sizes: Kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL.

07. 3D cap: For colourful personalities. High-quality 3D look smart
logo embroidered on the front of the cap. 08. Evolution cap: Light
protection with coolness factor 10. Sporty design, intricate embroidery

and adjustable in size with rear Velcro fastening. 09. Reversible
bodywarmer: Looks good – feels even better. Made of comfortable
microfibre in a sporty, elegant “used look”. Zipper, two pockets. Sizes: 
S, M, L and XL. Who says you can’t have two best sides! 10. “Why tie”
designer tie: 100 % silk, woven. Brings a splash of colour into the office:
Blue, brown, red and orange. 11. City jacket: Out of the blue. Comfortable
casual jacket in cool blue. 100 % polyester, 70’s style. Sizes: Kids S to XXL.

12. City jacket: Groovy baby. Sporty jacket in light blue. 100% polyester.
Sizes: Kids S to XXL. 13. “Tie fun” designer tie: 100% silk, knitted. Give
your shirts a treat. Available in brown and in blue. 14. City jacket:
Retro-look. Trendy feel-good jacket. 100% polyester. Sizes: Kids S
to XXL. 15. City jacket: Hello again. Casual jacket. 100% polyester.
Sizes: Kids S to XXL.
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01. Sports suit: For active kids and adults alike. Material: 75% cotton,
25% man-made fibre, used look, smart logo on back and trousers.
Colour combinations: dark blue/light blue, olive/red, red/orange. Sizes:
Kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL. 02. Jumper: Enough to warm your heart.
Material: 100% sheep’s wool – with half-length zip and embroidered
logo on the front. Colour combinations: dark blue/light blue, olive/red,
red/orange. Sizes: Kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL. 03. Outdoor jacket: Warm,
water-repellent outdoor jacket for fresh air fans. Colour combinations:

dark blue/light blue and olive/red. Sizes: Kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL.
04. Sports shirt: Sporty elegant cotton piqué with reinforced collar 

and button row. Sizes: S, M, L, XL and XXL. 05. Long road jacket: Nylon
jacket with satinised finish, concealed zipper and open side pockets. Suitable
for business wear because it has plenty of room for a jacket underneath.
Sizes: S, M, L and XL. 06. Road jumper: Loosely knitted wool mixture for
a flowing look. Extra-high collar. Sizes: S, M, L and XL. 07. Road slipover:
Wool mixture, with windproof lining, reinforced collar and waistband.

Sizes: S, M, L and XL. 08. Road ladies shirt: High-quality cotton/
elastan mix. A genuine classic. Sizes: S, M, L and XL. 9. Road scarf:
Made of pure silk with hand-rolled seams. And not just for women in
roadsters. Size: 52.5 x 52.5 cm. 10. Road cap: High-grade microfibre –
a difference you can feel. Simply beautiful. Velcro fastening for
adjustable fitting. Colour: black.
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01. smart fortwo coupé: 1:87. Already a classic. 02. smart fortwo cabrio:
1:87. A top model with superb dimensions. 03. smart roadster-coupé:
1:87. Made of 35 individual parts. 04. smart roadster: 1:87. Colours:
shine yellow/tridion black, champagner remix/tridion silver, jack black/
tridion silver. 05. smart forfour: 1:87. The biggest of the small cars.
With intricate printing and a whole host of fine individual parts.

06. smart crossblade: 1:87. Wild thing. High-grade, detailed crossblade
replica. 07. smart fortwo coupé follow me model car: 1:87. The official
model car for all marathon events sponsored by smart. Colour: black/
yellow. 08. smart roadster-coupé model car: 1:55. In the colours: spice
red/black, jack black/silver. 09. smart roadster: Big emotions on a
scale of 1:55. Colours: shine yellow/black, star blue/silver. 10. smart

forfour model car: 1:55. Daydream material. Colours: ice white/black, phat
red/titanium, jack black/titanium, star blue/black. 11. Pullback smart
fortwo coupé: 1:33. As attractive as its big brother. Colours: jack black/
silver, lite white/black, phat red/black, star blue/silver. 12. Pullback
smart roadster & smart roadster-coupé: 1:33. True to scale and motorised.
Colours: star blue/black, jack black/silver (coupé), shine yellow/black,
phat red/silver. 13. Pullback smart forfour: 1:33. Motorised. Colours:
phat red/black, jack black/silver, star blue/black, deep green/silver.

14. smart promocar tower: 1:87. 28 models under one roof – complete
with logo. 14 different versions. Faithful miniature replicas.
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smartware model cars

>> Fascination knows no limits.
Innovation begins in the mind. However, only with perseverance and loving attention to detail
is it possible for innovation to become reality. The same applies to our smart model cars. Each
one a true original right down to the last fascinating detail.

01. smart forfour collector’s model: Small but unmistakably a genuine
smart forfour – with carpet, lounge cushions and loving attention to
detail. Reclinable front and back seats, 3D logo, textile-covered interior,
folding centre armrest. Exclusive special edition. 02. smart fortwo
cabrio BRABUS: 1:18. Exclusive special edition – with fabric and leather
interior and a functioning folding top. 03. smart roadster-coupé: 1:18.
The doors, front and tailgate can all be opened. With steerable front
wheels, accessible engine and carpet. 04. smart crossblade: 1:18.

Faithful miniature crossblade replica. Functioning steering. Movable
door bars, tailgate and engine cover. Includes CD changer in the luggage
compartment. 05. smart fortwo coupé: 1:18. Just like the real thing –
but without the horsepower in the engine. 06. smart city-coupé: 1:18.
Just like the real thing, only a little more compact – for concentrated 
fun. 07. smart cabrio: 1:18. “State of the art” model: Rubber wheels 
with profile, soft top, carpet, functioning steering, fully opening doors,
detachable bodypanels and including replacement set. 08. smart forfour

basic: 1:18. The high quality basic version from smart. 09. smart roadster:
1:18. Doors, front and tailgate can be opened. Steerable front wheels,
accessible engine, carpet, plastic bodypanels. 10. smart cabrio: 1:43.
A miniature masterpiece with a metal tridion and a set of replacement
plastic bodypanels for when you feel like a change. 11. smart roadster-
coupé: 1:43. Model with removable hardtop. 12. smart roadster: 1:43.
A copy yet still an original. 13. smart forfour: 1:43. Small in size, but
with just as much charisma as its big brother.
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01. RC smart cabrio: 1:12, remote controlled. Training for professional
racers. Ready-to-run model incl. battery charger, battery pack and
batteries. Twin frequency transmission for competition use. 02. RC smart
roadster: 1:12, remote controlled. Ready-to-run model including pole
position and best lap time, batteries, battery pack and battery charger.
Specials: Turbo gear and lighting. Twin frequency transmission for
competition use. 03. RC smart city-coupé: 1:50, remote controlled.
Transforms men to boys and desks to a racetrack! Capable of skilfully

dodging piles of paper and cornering mouse pads. Complete set with
battery charger and batteries. 04. RC smart forfour: 1:12, remote
controlled. The newest addition to the smart family as a ready-to-run
model incl. battery charger, battery pack and batteries. With turbo
gear and lighting. 05. RC smart roadster-coupé: 1:24, remote
controlled. For lovers of fine details. With replaceable tuning parts:
Beginners’ and racing engine as well as profile and slick tyres, incl.
batteries.
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01. Ride-on toy roadster. Four-wheeled fun for younger smart fans.
With trailer coupling, whisper wheels and knee grooves. Tyres and horn
bear the smart logo. Ready to roll! 02. smart soft toy roadster: A car 
to kiss and cuddle – can be washed at 30° in the washing machine. Not
suitable for the car wash … 03. smart soft toy car: Approximately 20 cm
of smart to kiss and cuddle. 04. smart funboard kids: For driving in
wintry conditions. Including air pump and repair kit. 05. smart jumbo

soft toy car: 80 x 55 x 55 cm. Driving pleasure on a scale of 1 to 3.
06. Kids bag S: The envy of the kindergarten. Durable nylon with

impact-resistant panel and reflective safety strips. 07. Kids bag
M: For growing needs: simply open the zip fastener to increase the
size of the interior. The front bag can be removed and carried as a
hip bag. Reflective safety strips. 08. Kids trolley bag L: For the
important things in life, such as books and exercise books. Detachable

trolley system, side bags, handle, removable CD compartment. Reflective
safety strips. 09. Kids wristwatch: Aluminium housing and clasp,
silicone strap with embossed pattern. 10. smart kids tricycle: The
most fun you can have on three wheels. Solid rubber front tyres,
high-quality frame – stable but flexible; variable for children from 
4 to 14. 11. Frisbee: An easily identified flying object. Flies perfectly
and can be folded together. 12. Baby bell cube: Cube toy for toddlers.

With a picture of all model series, can be washed at 30° C. 13. smart
forfour competitors quartet: Facts, facts and more facts – a game for
all the family. 14. Painting and games book: 64 pages of fun for
children from 3 to 10 years of age. Languages D, F, E, H, I, SP.
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smartware kids

>> Big ideas for small individuals.
No-one is too small to have dreams. And to want to fulfil them. A person’s character emerges
very early in life and is evident at all times. No problem: The smartware kids range has been
developed and compiled for small individuals with big goals.

01. smart ring metal key fob: Looks cool, and feels it too. 40 mm diameter.
Nickel-free, colour: Silver. 02. smart ring leather key fob: For opening up
a world of opportunities. 40 mm diameter. Rounded, padded, and embossed
with the smart logo on both sides. 03. fortwo coupé key fob: A true individual
designed for true individuals. Made of silver-coloured cast metal, hand-
brushed and covered with a protective layer of varnish. Packaged for maximum
practicality. 04. roadster-coupé key fob: Lovingly reproduced in one casting
on a scale of 1:100. Metal, brushed and covered with a protective layer of
varnish. 05. Soft seat: Sitting comfortably – in easy reach of a refreshing

drink. 06. smartware towel: Fleecy soft bath towel with smart logo and
evolution border at the bottom. 07. Pen deluxe: Perfect for that novel
you’ve always wanted to write. But first for that shopping list. 08. Ticket
clip: Order in the house! And in the car... Sticks fast to any smooth surface,
keeping all your important bits and pieces together. 09. Pin set: Connect
four. Four smart pins in a collector’s box. Featuring four different kinds:
pirate-, good-, bad- and king smart. 10. forfour key fob: A new meaning
to the term ”key benefits”. 1:100. Titanium. 11. ID band: Neckband
with woven “open your mind.” lettering. Available in pink and green.

12. smart4memo: 1:50. Faithful miniature replica of the smart fortwo
cabrio. Some things are too good to be forgotten. 13. smart at work:
Trendy, multifunctional pocket tool kit. With additional bit set and
black belt pouch. 14. Wrist band: Irresistible for your wrist. Set of 2.

15. smartware cup: Who cares if it’s half full or half empty? 16. 3D
sticker: Four different motifs with special effects. Sticks perfectly
onto all smooth surfaces. 17. smartware tattoo: For a short time only.
4 motifs. Non-irritant. Lasts for approximately three days. 18. smart
picto pin: Polished silver plating, matt nickel finish, enameled. 19. smart

roadster pin: Polished silver finish with decorative black enamel coating,
press-fit pin. 20. smart forfour pin: Something to pin your hopes upon.

21. face pin forfour: 4 friends and 4 U. 22. smart crossblade pin: The
official crossblade pictogram, matt nickel-plated and polished. Make
sure your jacket has the right piercing. 23. 3D roadster pin: Wear it
proud. 24. smart logo pin: As smart as it gets. 25. smart pin: How
about sticking one on your best friend? Original smart logo.
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smartware promotion

>> It’s no secret that motivation boosts
performance.
But sometimes we forget that this also applies to the little things in life. Achieving interim
goals is a great way of boosting motivation. And before the monotony of everyday life closes
in on you, have a look at our varied and sassy promotion collection. Good things come in
small packages – and motivation is no exception.

01. Metal clockware: For 24 hours a day. High quality chronograph with quartz
watch mechanism, three flourescent hands, high-grade steel bracelet and
butterfly clasp. Waterproof up to 30 m. Impossible for your wrist to resist!
Watch casing available in transparent, blue and orange. 02. Rubber
clockware: For 24 hours a day. Chronograph with quartz watch mechanism
and three fluorescent hands, water-resistant up to 30 metres. Rubber strap.
In line with the times, and in three different designs: Transparent housing
with black strap, orange housing with olive strap and blue housing with white

strap. 03. Walking stick umbrella: Keeping dry on rainy days. Classically
elegant with logo print. 04. smartware belt: Belt up in style! Made of
high-grade leather, metal clasp in brushed stainless steel, silver with
logo. Sizes: S, M, L and XL. 05. Textile belt: Buckle up! Available in black,
white and red. 06. smart Brella: In grey with sophisticated open-
and-close mechanism. Manual operation for the colours blue and pink.

07. smartware key fob: Pure, sophisticated and very high quality: Key
fob made of aluminium and stainless steel. 08. Coffee cup with saucer:

For that early-morning kick-start. China with logo print. The answer is
here – white on white. 09. “Fun” sunglasses: Can be worn from sunrise
to sunset. 100 % UV protection, smart logo on both sidepieces. Incl.
microfibre bag for cleaning and storage. Available in red, green, yellow
and mirrored look. 10. “Base” sunglasses: High-tech turns eye-tech:
100 % UV protection, with metal frame and silicon earpieces. Incl. hard
case and microfibre bag for cleaning. Colours: black, cool blue, orange
and ice white. 11. Nutcracker: The classiest way to crack a nut. Nutcracker

in smart city-coupé design. Solid metal. Cracks even the hardest nuts.
12. crossblade “drive” glasses: Elegant protection from flies, mosquitoes

and draughts. Padded lenses, wide flexband. Ideal on track or piste.
13. crossblade sunglasses: Cool to look at, cool to look through. With

crossblade logo on sidepiece. 14. Espresso cup: For the little black
number. 15. Café au lait cup: Breakfast à la française. The ceramic
bowl with the plastic ring means that your coffee will never be too hot
to handle.
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smartware accessories

>> A voyage of discovery.
Life offers countless opportunities and possibilities. But only for open-minded individuals 
who are keen to discover new things. As the saying goes – snooze and you lose. Our smart
accessories are the perfect way to spice up your daily life.

Here today, gone tomorrow – sometimes it does you good just to find your own rhythm
and go with it. That’s true for shopping, too. Ideas can come at any time and in any place.
So why wait before acting on them? How about some cool sunglasses for about town, or 
a sporty bag for spontaneous weekends away? It’s fun to have ideas. But it’s even more 
fun to go on a relaxed shopping trip and put them into practice. Now you can enjoy the
smart shopping experience whenever, and wherever, the fancy takes you. Firstly, of

course, you can shop directly at your nearest smart dealer – who will provide you not
just with top-notch advice, but also the opportunity to look at, touch and try on all your
favourite items from the smart store. And if you get the urge to shop after closing time,
then that’s no problem either: The smartware online shop is there for you 365 days a
year. You can access us from the smart homepage, or directly via www.smart-store.com.
Happy shopping! We’re looking forward to your visit… when- and wherever that may be.

>> Spring in the air?
We’ve got just what you’re looking for. For example ...

>> barcode bag

Get packing: Mobile 
phone, pens, notepad 
and much more.

smartware collection 2006.
>> bags

>> fashion

>> accessories

>> model cars

>> kids

>> promotion

>> hot deals

>> voucher

Home Collection Shopping basket Register General terms and conditions

>> Trolley M/L/XL deluxe

EUR

A hard shell with a soft interior. 

Available in various sizes.

>> “Good smart” T-shirt:

EUR

Bang up to date and made

of 100 % cotton.

>> smart center

smartware is available at

a smart center near you.

Give a gift:

Search:

>> smartware gift voucher.

>> Your shopping basket

1. Overview > 2. Address > 3. Payment > 4. Order.

>> trolley M/L/XL deluxe EUR
Order no. 002154V001C2Q00

Price per item

>> Remove

>> knapsack EUR

EUR

Order no. 121345A6789B0123

Price per item EUR

Colour: white

Total:
>> refresh

>> Remove

Article: Quantity: Price:

Home Collection Shopping basket Register General terms and conditions

www.smart-store.com

>> 24 shopping. Take your time.
www.smart-store.com
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smartware collection

smartware bags

Voyager bag red
white

Gym bag red
white

Urban bag red
white

Knapsack red
white

fortwo lifestyle bag white

roadster lifestyle bag black

forfour lifestyle bag red

Picnic bag black

crossblade rucksack black

crossblade wallet black

crossblade hipbag black

Travel case trolley black

Traveller bag black

Sports & travel bag black

Rucksack trolley black

Office bag M/L black size M
black size L

Business rucksack deluxe black

Business trolley deluxe black

Laptop bag deluxe black

Organiser bag deluxe black

Time planner deluxe black

Washbag deluxe black

CD case deluxe black

Trolley M deluxe black

Trolley L deluxe black

Trolley XL deluxe black

Statement bag black

Barcode bag white

Cockpit bag black

Micro door bag black

Accessories bag fortwo black

CD case black

Travel wallet black

Twin wallet black

Mini key wallet black

Trunk trolley black

Product number

0022292V001000000
0022293V001000000

0022290V001000000
0022291V001000000

0022285V001000000
0022287V001000000

0022288V001000000
0022289V001000000

0020751V001C01Q00

0020752V001C01Q00

0020753V001C01Q00

0020750V001C02Q00

0014198V001C02Q00

0014143V001C02Q00 

0014185V001C02Q00

0015496V002C02Q00

0015495V001C02Q00

0015504V001C02Q00 

0015497V001C02Q00 

0015499V001C02Q00
0015498V001C02Q00

0021538V001C02Q00

0021539V001C02Q00

0021537V001C02Q00

0021536V001C02Q00

0021534V001C02Q00

0021535V001C02Q00

0021524V001C02Q00

0021541V001C02Q00

0021542V001C02Q00

0021543V001C02Q00

0020225V001C01Q00

0020224V001C01Q00

0019249V001C02Q00

0015500V001C02Q00

0022202V001C02Q00

0019267V001C01Q00

0015501V001C02Q00

0015502V001C02Q00

0015503V001C02Q00

0021763V001C02Q00
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P.03/illus.01

P.03/illus.02

P.03/illus.03

P.03/illus.04

P.03/illus.05

P.03/illus.06

P.03/illus.07

P.03/illus.08

P.03/illus.09

P.03/illus.10

P.03/illus.11

P.04/illus.01

P.04/illus.02

P.04/illus.03

P.04/illus.04

P.05/illus.06

P.05/illus.07

P.05/illus.08

P.05/illus.09

P.05/illus.10

P.05/illus.11

P.05/illus.12

P.04/illus.13

P.05/illus.14

P.05/illus.14

P.05/illus.14

P.07/illus.01

P.07/illus.01

P.07/illus.02

P.07/illus.03

P.07/illus.04

P.07/illus.05

P.07/illus.06

P.07/illus.07

P.07/illus.08

P.07/illus.09

smartware fashion

“Pirate” T-shirt black
Sizes kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL

Evolution T-Shirt cool blue
Sizes kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL

“Good smart” T-shirt grey
Sizes kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL

“Bad smart” T-shirt black
Sizes kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL

“King smart” T-shirt red
Sizes kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL

“Wild thing” T-shirt light blue
Sizes kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL

3D cap black
blue
olive
orange

Evolution cap cool blue

Reversible bodywarmer orange sizes S, M, L, XL
olive sizes S, M, L, XL

“Why tie” designer tie red
orange
brown
blue

City jacket cool blue size kids S
cool blue size kids M
cool blue size S
cool blue size M
cool blue size L
cool blue size XL
cool blue size XXL

City jacket light blue size kids S
light blue size kids M
light blue size S
light blue size M
light blue size L
light blue size XL
light blue size XXL

“Tie fun” designer tie brown/beige/light blue
blue/black/light blue

City jacket red size kids S
red size kids M
red size S
red size M
red size L

Product number

0021123V001C02Q00 (kids S)

0021291V001C06Q00 (kids S)

0020297-305V001C30Q00

0020306-12V001C02Q00

0020313-19V001C36Q00

0020289-95V001C06Q00

0019520V001C02Q00
0019521V001C06Q00
0019522V001C15Q00
0019523V001C31Q00

0016878V001C13Q00

0017798V001C31Q00 (S)
0017797V001C15Q00 (S)

0020442V001C36Q00
0020441V001C31Q00
0020440V001C44Q00
0020439V001C06Q00

0020443V001C06Q00
0020444V001C06Q00
0020445V001C06Q00
0020446V001C06Q00
0020447V001C06Q00
0020448V001C06Q00
0020449V001C06Q00

0020450V001C06Q00 
0020451V001C06Q00
0020452V001C06Q00
0020453V001C06Q00 
0020454V001C06Q00
0020455V001C06Q00 
0020456V001C06Q00

0020438V001C44Q00
0020437V001C06Q00

0020457V001C36Q00
0020458V001C36Q00
0020459V001C36Q00
0020460V001C36Q00
0020461V001C36Q00
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P.09/illus.01

P.09/illus.02

P.09/illus.03

P.09/illus.04

P.09/illus.05

P.09/illus.06

P.09/illus.07

P.09/illus.08

P.09/illus.09

P.09/illus.10

P.09/illus.11

P.09/illus.12
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P.09/illus.14

smartware fashion

City jacket red size XL
red size XXL

City jacket white size kids S
white size kids M
white size S
white size M
white size L
white size XL
white size XXL

Dress shirt light blue with white stripes
Sizes kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL
white with light blue, 
orange and brown stripes
Sizes kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Muscle shirt black (with rhinestone appliqué)
Sizes kids M, S, M
red (with rhinestone appliqué)
Sizes kids M, S, M
white (outline print)
Sizes L, XL, XXL

Hawaii shirt pink sizes S, M, L, XL
light blue sizes S, M, L, XL

Girly shirt white sizes kids M, S, M
black sizes kids M, S, M

Girly cap red sizes S/M, L/M
white sizes S/M, L/M
black sizes S/M, L/M

crossblade jacket titanium sizes S, M, L, XL

crossblade chaps titanium one size

crossblade gloves grey sizes S, M, L

crossblade cap titanium sizes S, M

Sports suit blue sizes kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL
red sizes kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL
olive sizes kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Jumper blue sizes kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL
red sizes kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL
olive sizes kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Outdoor jacket dark blue/light blue
Sizes kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL
olive/red
Sizes kids S, kids M, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sports shirt beige size S, M, L, XL, XXL
black size S, M, L, XL, XXL
ice white size S, M, L, XL, XXL
cool blue size S, M, L, XL, XXL
ice white size kids
cool blue size kids

Product number

0020462V001C36Q00
0020463V001C36Q00

0020464V001C01Q00
0020465V001C01Q00
0020466V001C01Q00
0020467V001C01Q00
0020468V001C01Q00
0020469V001C01Q00
0020470V001C01Q00

0020376-81V001C06Q00

0020382-87V001C01Q00

0020394-99V001C02Q00

0020400-05V001C36Q00

0020388-93V001C01Q00

0019540-43V001C36Q00
0019544-47V001C06Q00

0020406-08V001C01Q00
0020412-14V001C02Q00

0020419-20V001C36Q00
0020415-16V001C01Q00
0020417-18V001C02Q00

0014431-34V001C63Q00

0014435V001C63Q00

0007874-76V001C30Q00

0014436-37V001C63Q00

0020338-43V001C06Q00
0020350-55V001C36Q00
0020344-49V001C15Q00

0020356-62V001C06Q00
0020370-75V001C36Q00
0020363-68V001C15Q00

0020324-30V001C06Q00

0020331-37V001C15Q00

0014625V001C14Q00 (S)
0014626V001C02Q00 (S)
0018632V001C01Q00 (S)
0018625V001C06Q00 (S)

0018631V001C01Q00
0018617V001C06Q00
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P.09/illus.14

P.09/illus.15

P.11/illus.01

P.11/illus.02

P.11/illus.03

P.11/illus.04

P.11/illus.05

P.11/illus.06

P.11/illus.07

P.11/illus.08

P.11/illus.09

P.13/illus.01

P.13/illus.02

P.13/illus.03

P.13/illus.04

smartware fashion

Long road jacket black sizes S, M, L, XL
beige sizes S, M, L, XL

Road jumper black sizes S, M, L, XL
beige sizes S, M, L, XL

Road slipover beige sizes S, M, L, XL
red sizes S, M, L, XL

Road ladies shirt beige sizes S, M, L, XL
black sizes S, M, L, XL
red sizes S, M, L, XL

Road scarf black size 52.2 x 52.5 cm
beige size 52.2 x 52.5 cm

Road cap black

smartware model cars

smart fortwo coupé 1:87 star blue
phat red
jack black

smart fortwo cabrio 1:87 bay grey
stream green

smart roadster-coupé 1:87
jack black
star blue
glance grey

smart roadster 1:87 jack black
champagne remix
shine yellow

smart forfour 1:87 star blue
ice white
flame red
deep green
melon green

smart crossblade 1:87

smart fortwo coupé follow me 1:87
black/yellow

smart roadster & smart roadster-coupé 1:55
spice red (coupé)
jack black (coupé)
shine yellow (roadster)
star blue (roadster)

smart forfour 1:55 ice white
phat red
jack black
star blue

Product number

0014593V001C02Q00 (S)
0014592V001C14Q00 (S)

0014607V001C02Q00 (S)
0014606V001C14Q00 (S)

0014614V001C14Q00 (S)
0014615V001C48Q00 (S)

0014637V001C14Q00 (S)
0014638V002C02Q00 (S)
0014639V002C48Q00 (S)

0013565V001C02Q00
0013566V001C14Q00

0014650V002C02Q00

Product number

0012445V001C55Q00
0012498V002C36Q00
0012444V002C51Q00

0012447V001C53Q00
0012446V001C49Q00

0019663V001C02Q00
0014184V001C06Q00
0014186V001C30Q00

0019662V001C02Q00
0014182V001C62Q00
0014183V001C11Q00

0017725V001C06Q00
0017726V001C01Q00
0017727V001C36Q00
0017728V001C15Q00
0017729V001C15Q00

0013439V001C02Q00

0021181V001000000

0020805V001C59Q00

0020804V001C59Q00
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P.13/illus.05

P.13/illus.06

P.12/illus.07

P.13/illus.08

P.13/illus.09

P.13/illus.10
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P.15/illus.01

P.15/illus.02

P.15/illus.03

P.15/illus.04

P.15/illus.05

P.15/illus.06

P.15/illus.07

P.15/illus.08
P.15/illus.08
P.15/illus.09
P.15/illus.09

P.15/illus.10
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smartware model cars

smart roadster 1:43 jack black
champagne remix
shine yellow

smart forfour 1:43 flame red
deep green
melon green
starlight silver

RC smart cabrio 1:12 star blue
jack black

RC smart roadster 1:12 spice red
champagne remix

RC smart fortwo coupé 1:50 star blue
phat red

RC smart forfour 1:12 ice white
flame red

RC smart roadster-coupé 1:24
star blue
shine yellow

smartware kids

Ride-on toy roadster red

smart soft toy roadster red
yellow

smart soft toy car green
yellow
red
blue

smart funboard red

smart jumbo soft toy car red
blue

Kids bag S multicolour

Kids bag M multicolour

Kids trolley bag L multicolour

Kids wristwatch multicolour

smart kids tricycle black

Frisbee black

Baby bell cube multicolour

smart forfour competitors quartet
multicolour

Product number

0019658V001C02Q00
0014178V001C62Q00
0014179V001C11Q00

0017731V001C36Q00
0017695V001C15Q00
0017733V001C15Q00
0017730V001C05Q00

0014223V001C06Q00
0014243V001C02Q00

0014895V001C48Q00
0014894V001C62Q00

0016945V001C55Q00
0016949V001C36Q00

0017734V001C01Q00
0017735V001C36Q00

0015863V001C55Q00
0015866V001C66Q00

Product number

0015063V001C64Q00

0019266V001C36Q00
0019262V001C11Q00

0012852V001C54Q00
0007805V001C11Q00
0007806V002C37Q00
0007804V002C06Q00

0020067V001C36Q00

0013153V001C37Q00
0013155V001C06Q00

0019619V001C59Q00

0019620V001C59Q00

0019621V001C59Q00

0011501V001000000

0020071V001C59Q00

0018416V001C59Q00

0019655V001C59Q00

0020244V001C59Q00
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P.17/illus.12

P.17/illus.13

P.19/illus.01

P.19/illus.02

P.19/illus.03

P.19/illus.04

P.19/illus.05
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P.21/illus.01

P.21/illus.02

P.21/illus.03

P.21/illus.04

P.21/illus.05

P.21/illus.06

P.21/illus.07

P.21/illus.08

P.21/illus.09

P.21/illus.10

P.21/illus.11

P.21/illus.12

P.21/illus.13

smartware model cars

Pullback smart fortwo coupé 1:33
jack black/silver
lite white/black
phat red/black
star blue/silver

Pullback smart roadster & roadster-coupé 1:33
star blue/black
jack black/silver (coupé)
shine yellow/black
phat red/silver

Pullback smart forfour 1:33
phat red/black
jack black/silver
star blue/black
deep green/silver

smart promocar tower 1:87 various

smart forfour collector’s model 1:18
starlight silver

smart fortwo cabrio BRABUS 1:18
river silver
jack black

smart roadster-coupé 1:18
star blue
glance grey
jack black

smart crossblade 1:18

smart fortwo coupé 1:18 star blue
river silver

smart city-coupé 1:18 jack black
stream green

smart cabrio 1:18 star blue
phat red
stream green
river silver

smart forfour basic 1:18 ice white
flame red
melon green

smart roadster 1:18 spice red
champagne remix
jack black

smart cabrio 01:43 phat red
stream green
jack black

smart roadster-coupé 01:43
jack black
star blue
glance grey

Product number

0006102V002000000

0019254V001C59Q00

0019746V001C59Q00

0013097V002C59Q00

0019139V001C05Q00

0017769V001C05Q00
0017770V001C02Q00

0014176V001C06Q00
0014177V001C30Q00
0019657V001C02Q00

0013440V001C02Q00

0011558V002C06Q00
0012411V002C50Q00

0011556V001C08Q00
0012410V001C49Q00

0012891V001C55Q00
0012888V001C36Q00
0012889V001C49Q00
0012890V001C50Q00

0019141V001C01Q00
0019140V001C36Q00
0019142V001C15Q00

0014175V001C37Q00
0014174V001C62Q00
0019656V001C02Q00

0012413V001C36Q00
0012412V001C49Q00
0012497V001C51Q00

0019659V001C02Q00
0014180V001C06Q00
0014181V001C30Q00
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P.15/illus.11

P.15/illus.12

P.15/illus.13

P.15/illus.14

P.17/illus.01

P.17/illus.02

P.17/illus.03

P.17/illus.04

P.17/illus.05

P.17/illus.06

P.17/illus.07

P.17/illus.08

P.17/illus.09

P.17/illus.10

P.17/illus.11

smartware accessories

Metal clockware blue casing
orange casing
transparent casing

Rubber clockware strap: black
casing: transparent
strap: olive/casing: orange
strap: white/casing: blue

Walking stick umbrella black

smartware belt black sizes S, M, L, XL

Textile belt red
black
white

smartBrella pink hawaii
blue hawaii
grey hawaii

smartware key fob
silver

Coffee cup with saucer white

“Fun” sunglasses yellow
green
red
mirrored look

“Base” sunglasses kiel, black
stockholm, blue
amsterdam, orange
rome, white

Nut cracker silver

crossblade “drive” glasses black

crossblade sunglasses red

Espresso cup white/dark brown

Café au lait cup white/beige

Product number

0019513V001C06Q00
0017499V001C57Q00
0017498V001C30Q00

0019516V001C02Q00
0019515V001C31Q00
0019514V001C06Q00

0020323V001C02Q00

0017500-03V001C17Q00

0020423V001C36Q00
0020422V001C02Q00
0020421V001C01Q00

0020320V001C58Q00
0020321V001C06Q00
0020322V001C53Q00

0005533V001000000

0005541V002000000

0019504V001C11Q00
0019505V001C15Q00
0019506V001C36Q00
0019507V001C11Q00

0019181V001C02Q00
0019182V001C06Q00
0019184V001C31Q00
0019183V001C01Q00

0013222V001C05Q00

0013734V001C02Q00

0013572V001C37Q00

0019510V001C01Q00

0019511V001C01Q00
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P.25/illus.01

P.25/illus.02

P.25/illus.03

P.25/illus.04

P.25/illus.05

P.25/illus.06

P.25/illus.07

P.25/illus.08

P.25/illus.09

P.25/illus.10

P.25/illus.11

P.25/illus.12

P.25/illus.13

P.25/illus.14

P.25/illus.15

smartware promotion

smart ring metal key fob silver

smart ring leather key fob black

fortwo coupé key fob
titanium

roadster-coupé key fob
titanium

Soft seat white
black

smartware towel blue
orange
black
white

Pen deluxe black
blue
green

Ticket clip transparent

Pin set multicolour

forfour key fob titanium

ID band green
pink

smart4memo phat red

smart at work

Wrist band black/white

smartware cup orange

3D stickers 4 motifs

smartware tattoo 4 motifs

smart picto pin silver
black
blue

smart roadster pin silver
black

smart forfour pin melon green
red
white
silver

Face pin forfour

smart crossblade pin silver

3D roadster pin titanium

smart logo pin titanium

smart pin titanium

Product number

0022203V001C74Q00

0022204V001C02Q00

0012550V002C05Q00

0015185V001C46Q00

0019819V001C01Q00
0019819V001C02Q00

0018620V001C06Q00
0018415V001C31Q00
0020791V001C02Q00
0020792V001C01Q00

0018623V001C02Q00
0018622V001C06Q00
0018624V001C15Q00

0015064V001C04Q00

0021354V001C59Q00

0019912V001C05Q00

0021522V001C15Q00
0021523V001C58Q00

0019747V001C36Q00

0021356V001C05Q00

0018193V001C72Q00

0018772V001C59Q00

0017531V001C59Q00

0017550V001C59Q00

0011510V001C05Q00
0011508V002C02Q00
0011509V002C06Q00

0014658V001C63Q00
0014657V001C02Q00

0016861V001C70Q00
0016862V001C71Q00
0020243V001C73Q00
0016848V001C05Q00

0018923V001C59Q00

0013733V001000000

0015284V001C46Q00

0018920V001C30Q00

0015172V001C46Q00
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smartware collection


